Headlight and Protective Shields
Thank you for selecting this quality Griot's product. Our Protective Shields provide protection to
painted surfaces, headlights and fog lights from expensive repair or replacement. Please read and
understand all instructions before applying any protective film. Enjoy the best!
Surface Preparation
Thoroughly clean the surface you are protecting to remove any wax or contaminates that may
hinder adhesive from sticking to the surface. Dry with a lint-free cloth and make sure your hands
are clean before applying. Before applying to surface, pre-cut film to an oversized piece approximately 1⁄2" larger size than the area you are protecting. Use scissors or a knife to cut while leaving
the paper backing adhered to the film.
Application Of Film Without Using Positioning Spray And Squeegee
Peel off the paper backing from one side of the Protective Shield (approximately 1 - 1 1⁄2"). Press
the Protective Shield to the paint or headlight starting at one edge. With moderate pressure,
sweep the surface of the Protective Shield across the lens surface. The Protective Shield will
adhere to lens. Work slowly as you pull back another 1 to 1 1⁄2" of paper until the lens has been
fully covered. Press any remaining large air bubbles out to the edges of the lens. Smaller air bubbles will disappear over time. Trim your Protective Shield by following the outer edge of your
lens with a sharp knife being extremely cautious to not damage the paint or headlight. This can
be achieved by using a disposable snap knife and setting the depth of the razor blade less than
the thickness of the film.
Application Of Film Using Positioning Spray And Squeegee
Application is the same as above with the only difference being you pre-saturate the surface you
are going to protect with the positioning spray. This will give you the ability to re-align the film
should it not be centered and to remove bubbles with the squeegee. To remove air bubbles once
the film is applied simply spray the film and use the squeegee to push the bubbles from the center of the film to the edges.
Precautions & Disclaimer
Do not wash the vehicle for 48 hours following application to allow the adhesive to set and fully
cure. Installation is recommended in temperatures above 70˚F (21˚C). Griot's Garage is not
responsible for the misuse of the Protective Shield or for any injury or damage incurred to any
person or object related to the Protective Shield. Not for use on repainted vehicle finishes.
Answers To Your Questions
To order more Protective Shields, or for a complete selection of quality Griot's Garage products, please write or call us toll-free at 800-345-5789. Or visit us at www.griotsgarage.com. Reorder
item numbers: 77633 - 3⁄8" Wide, 77890 - 2" Wide, 77892 - 4" Wide, 10227 - 11"x17", 10228 - 22"x17"
or 77896 Positioning Spray and Squeegee.
Have fun in your garage! ®
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